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1. Introduccion

At the end of 2020, while 400 million people in the world were newly unemployed, in Brazil, 20 million people were facing hunger and 116 million were experiencing some level of food insecurity, a trend that went against the goals of the UN Global Agenda 2030. This scenario is even more serious given the increase in inequality, since, in 2020, the 32 richest companies in the world would have profited 577 billion reais more than in previous years (OXFAM, 2020, 2021).

Nonetheless, it is necessary to consider that, at present, the reduction of jobs in Latin America is not only due to the crisis generated by the pandemic, since in the pre-pandemic period the level of unemployment also showed signs of falling. In relation to rural employment, it was already showing aspects of stagnation. In 2016, Latin America was experiencing approximately zero economic growth rates. The reduction in agricultural jobs is also due to the drop in exports from Latin America and the Caribbean, with a decrease of approximately ¼ of total exports in 2020 (Quicaña, 2020).

The sharp drop in external demand and commodity prices in the region forced many countries to propose fiscal adjustment agendas. Social manifestations emerged in a systematic way, triggered by the gap between the population's expectation of spending on social spending and the ability to provide economic growth in these countries (BM, 2020a). Although agriculture plays an important role in the viability of maintaining the trend of social spending, in addition to the pressure of demand and price variation, this sector suffers from other limiting factors for the supply of affordable and nutritious food to a constantly growing population. Among these factors are climate change, water scarcity, soil depletion and loss of biodiversity, which places agriculture at a crossroads, not only in Latin America, but throughout the world (FAO-IFAD, 2019).

As part of facing these crises, the strengthening of Family Farming (FF) and the Social and Solidarity Economy, objects of this review, emerges as a solution to the structural problems linked to food insecurity, inequality, and unemployment. It is considered that Family Farming is essential for the fulfilment of several goals of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) (UN, 2018). On the other hand, another socio-political category also presents itself as a tool for transposing the Sustainable Development Goals in the territories, the Social and Solidarity Economy (Utting, 2018; Compère & Schoenmaeckers, 2021).
Brazil has a prominent position as a country capable of producing practical, positive, and negative effects at a global level and fostering conceptual bases for a paradigmatic change or maintenance of agriculture. Of these actions, we highlight the promotion of rural credit, the guarantee of minimum prices, agricultural research, technical assistance and rural extension and subsidies for the acquisition of inputs and the expansion of the agricultural frontier (Grisa & Schneider, 2015).

As the collective organizations of the Social and Solidarity Economy (SSE) are a representative part of the FF in Brazil, it is possible to envision the synergy and the need for the contribution of resources to the intersection of these two fields, since the mobilizations and social demands of the grassroots organizations of FF and SSE, in many points, have similar and coincident trajectories of struggle.

a) The Family Farming in Brazil

At the end of the 20th century, actions were instituted at the national level for Rural Development (DR), with the aim of leveraging the representativeness of agriculture in the national Gross Domestic Product (GDP). These efforts to leverage agriculture and the unification of development policies made the share of agriculture in Brazilian GDP jump from 6.87% in the early 1990s to a significant 8.54% four years later (BM, 2020b).

The Agricultural GDP, on the one hand, is linked to the agriculture sectors linked to super-specialization, such as the grain and other commodities export sector, which despite contributing to the maintenance of agriculture's share in the country's GDP, presents a mismatch between social and economic responsibilities. policy in relation to the private interests of accumulation downstream and upstream of agricultural activity (Malagodi, 2017). On the other hand, there is the family farming sector, which is always positioned on the margins of the actions of the Brazilian State (Grisa & Schneider, 2015), even though it is the sector responsible for the internal supply and occupation of the rural workforce.

In 2006, The Law #11,326 of 2006, defined the guidelines for the design of the National Family Farming Policy. With the objective of unifying actions to promote the State, then, the generalizing concept of Family Farming (FA) brought together those different denominations of the social agents of agriculture and the countryside, considered until then: peasants, mini landowners, small producers, poor agricultural producers. (Manzanal & Schneider, 2011). Currently, because of this public policy, FF in Brazil is responsible for 22.88% (~20 billion dollars) of production and for the representation of approximately 67% (10.1 million people) of the personnel employed in national agriculture (IBGE, 2019).

Among the actions of the FF development policy, the National Program of Improvement of Familiar Farming (PRONAF) is pointed out as an exemplary case, which presents a systematic increase in the volume of contracts and resources available to FF workers (Manzanal & Schneider, 2011). PRONAF did not emerge as an isolated government policy, but because of intense and diffuse social mobilizations that culminated in the creation of legal frameworks such as the Land Statute, institutions such as the National Institute for Colonization and Agrarian Reform (INCRA) and series of programs such as the Rural Producer Support Program (PAPP), the latter responsible for expanding community associations of FF (Sabourin, 2009; 2017).

Nevertheless, the FF has a multi-located and pluriactive territorial socioeconomic microdynamics as significant characteristics, that is, in addition to intrinsically agricultural activities, such as production and gathering, whether animal and plant, it also develops rural non-farm activities, such as processing, trade and services, in a territory that exceeds the physical limits of the family production unit (Fuller, 1990; Mardens, 1995; Sacco-Dos-Anjos, 2003; Baumel & Basso, 2004; Haggblade, Hazzel & Reardon, 2007; Mattei, 2008; Schneider, 2003, 2009; Gaspari, Khatouanian & Marques, 2018; Cazella, et al. 2020).

At the global level, in the last decade, FF has become the focus of sustainable development actions worldwide. The United Nations designates 2014 as the International Year of Family Farming (IYFF). Three years later, it was established that FF becomes a guiding centre for agricultural, environmental and social policy guidelines on international agendas, precepts discussed in the 2019-2028 agenda called the United Nations Decade of Family Farming and institutionalized in the Ten-Year Plan of the United Nations. Family Farming 2019-2026 (FAO-IFAD, 2019). This plan defines PA as a fundamental instrument for the implementation of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) in the territories, since 78% of the 169 goals depend on actions exclusively or mainly carried out in rural areas (BERDEGUE, 2019).

b) Social and Solidarity Economy

Regarding the commitments of the Global Agenda 2030, the United Nations Research Institute for Social Development, in 2018, through an inter-institutional task force, pointed to the SSE aspect as an effective instrument for achieving the SDGs in the territories. The SSE is a branch that demonstrates operating in an unequal field of disputes of economic and financial liberalization, privatization, and austerity measures, which start to favor specific business and economic sectors instead of prioritizing socio-environmental inclusion and the reduction of inequalities (Utting, 2018). Today, the ESS has an increasing
number of professionals, academics, activists, and policymakers, committed to the consolidation of experiences for the systematization of tools that provide the empirical application of a new economic logic (Compère & Schoenmaeckers, 2021).

The SSE is derived from fields of a plural economy and has the objective of proposing new perspectives towards the inversion of the subalternity of work in relation to capital. In Europe, one of the economic fields that form the SSE, with extensive consolidated academic production, is Social Economy (Defourny & Monzón, 1992; Monzón, 2003; Laville, 2004; Mendiguren, Etxezarreta & Guridi, 2009; Draperi, 2013; Mendiguren & Etxezarreta, 2015; Sá, 2016, 2017) which can be defined as an economic sector of production or circulation of goods and services that does not have profitability as its main objective (VIDAL E GARCÍA, 2006).

In Latin America, the Solidarity Economy (Ecosol) (Laville, 1994; Singer, 1999, 2002; Kraychete, 2000; Gaiger, 2002, 2013, 2014, 2019; Gaiger & Kuyven, 2020; França-Filho, 2002; França-Filho, 2006) has a temporal trajectory concomitant with the reforms in policies to promote family farming in Brazil. Unlike the Social Economy as an economic sector, Ecosol consists of a set of guiding principles for the economic organization and social inclusion of certain groups, with the aim of breaking the isolation of small and micro-enterprises. (SINGER, 1999).

Since the last quarter of the 20th century, Ecosol has permeated important discussions for the establishment of alternatives that represent new production and consumption paradigms. The reference text of the III CONAES (2014, p.5) brings as one of Ecosol’s key points, the social valorisation of work as a producer of direct implications for the development of men and women’s capacities and the overcoming of the subalternity of work in relation to the capital.

Ecosol’s field includes cooperatives and other forms of social enterprises, self-help groups, community organizations, formal and informal economy workers’ associations, Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and other civil society organizations that ensure the provision of services, finance initiatives solidarity, among others (Morais, 2013; 2014).

In Brazil, the national representation of cooperatives is divided between the Organization of Cooperatives of Brazil (OCB) and the National Union of Solidarity Cooperative Organizations (UNICOPAS), the latter which now brings together the main sectoral confederations of cooperatives and Ecosol associations. The OCB has under its national unified representation, in 2018, approximately 7 thousand cooperatives, of which 1.6 thousand are linked to the agricultural sector (OCB, 2019), mostly from the south and southeast of the country, with emphasis on the national production of cooperatives in grain monoculture, such as peanuts, soybeans and corn. At UNICOPAS, in turn, more than 2,500 organizations among cooperatives and associations are linked to the 4 cooperative centres, incorporating rural social agents such as farmers and family farmers, settlers and settlers of agrarian reform, indigenous peoples, riverine peoples, quilombolas (maroons) and gatherers, with greater representation in the north of the country.

c) The FF & SSE intersection assumptions

With trajectories and history of achievements of the base and now, with the advent of the SDGs, the internationalization of both concepts presents some intersections. The intersections between FF and SSE are materialized in the following evidence: a) we are in the decade of FF, b) public policies and development strategies in FF can impact 78% for the fulfilment of the SDGs in the territories, c) The SSE a tool for transposing the SDGs and d) The SSE projects are a representative part of the total FF enterprises in the country.

There is a need, however, to clarify whether the science (as a systematic set of knowledge) that underpins these categories also presents trends of intersection, in the search for the theoretical construction of a new paradigm of production and consumption, following the trends of the international political agenda. Although this trend is observable in the intellectual and political fields, it would still be necessary to show whether such intersections are taking place in the economic field in different territories, beyond the multilateral discourses and agendas.

Thus, based on these premises, the guiding question of the study was defined as: “What are the theoretical-methodological intersections and the trend of scientific production on the categories Social and Solidarity Economy and Family Farming?” Therefore, the objective of the study was to identify trends in scientific production on the categories Family Farming and Social and Solidarity Economy.

II. Methods

In a comprehensive way, the historical approach (Bachelard, 1996) was adopted as an epistemological line, in the sense that it was only possible to understand the trend of the discussions and the transformations of the SSE and the AF through a process of reflection that considered the logical, ideological, and historical. In line with the historical approach, the construction of the analysis tool presupposes that all the specific methods of collection, processing and analysis that will be adopted begin with the problems presented and specific hypotheses to solve them.

This FF and SSE representativeness analysis tool followed an adaptation of the PRISMA Method (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic reviews and Meta-Analyse). The PRISMA guidelines guide the
objective of improving the quality of reporting data from Systematic Review and Meta-analysis (BRASIL, 2012) and their adaptation consisted of the following methodological approach (Fig.1):

![Fig. 1: PRISMA Method Adaptation for Systematic Review of the Literature](image)

The results are presented in two parts. The first deals with the synthesis of the application of the Prisma method on the Systematic Review of the literature on Family Farming, with notes on the trends and intersections of the two areas. The second, following the same logic, but on Social and Solidarity Economy. Finally, at the intersection of both categories, we present a synthesis of the main points of convergence.

### III. Results

#### a) The Family Farming; a systematic review of the literature

The influence of social and trade union movements, from the end of the 20th century to the beginning of the 21st century, transported the demands on Agrarian Reform from a restricted scope of land distribution to a consolidated political agenda uniting agrarian reform policies with those of rural development (Marques, 2007). In this passage from the 20th century to the 21st century, the legitimacy of FF in Brazil was configured in three main points, the first in the political field, the second in the social field and the last in the academy.

#### b) The main debates in the political and social fields of FF in Brazil

In the political field, the debate intensifies through the social struggles that invade the political field and guarantee the legitimacy by the State of FF as a synthesis-category of protection of the plurality of social categories in the countryside, against the until then category "small producer", which encompassed self-styled agro-industrial positions within this category (Schneider, 2003). In the social field, PRONAF is legitimized as a response to pressure from rural union movements, which now have defence mechanisms for the establishment of public policies differentiated by the category (Schneider, 2003).

At the intersection of the political and social fields, in the last two decades in Brazil, despite the increase in agricultural production accompanied by the increase in family income at all income levels, the income inequality of the rural population is still present and growing (Neves et al., 2020). As of 2015, the dismantling of family farming policies and other policies follows the global tone of weakening democratic institutions (Milhorance et al., 2020).

In Brazil, after the consolidation of the guidelines of the National Policy on Family Farming (Law #11,326/2006), PRONAF obtained significant results in promoting FF. However, the income inequality of the rural population is increasing and this trend, even if at a slower rate, also occurs among PRONAF beneficiaries (Neves et al. 2020).

#### c) The construction of the academic field of FF in Brazil and Latin America

In the academic sphere, in the last three decades debates on topics such as the labor market, occupational and migratory dynamics, environmental issues and sustainability of local agri-food systems and the rural population have intensified (Schneider, 2003; Souza, Fornazier & Delgrossi, 2020). The practical result of the intensification of the discussion of these themes in the academy is reflected in the role of universities as the main agencies for scientific development and dissemination of social technologies to support farmers and communities (Carvalho & Lago, 2019).

In Latin America, this trend in academic production has intensified in the last 5 years (2016-2020) reflected in the increase in the production of 463 open access articles on the theme of FF, compared to the previous 5 years (2011-2015) which corresponds to a total of 204 articles. Brazil is the protagonist, with 380 of the 463 articles produced. Of the 66 analysis categories related to the articles, 14 of these categories concentrate more than 65% of the articles (303 articles), which shows recent interdisciplinarity while the multiple approaches of FF in the academy.
In all, the 463 articles received 1280 citations in these 5 years, excluding self-citations. Among these articles, 1214 citations correspond to the 463 articles themselves, also excluding self-citations. This means that there is cohesion among scientists who publish on FF in Latin America.

In a detailed reading of the 463 filtered articles, 219 were excluded, and 191 of these (~87%) because they dealt either only with farming or only with the family environment and not in an associated way, in themes such as agribusiness, soil study, pathologies of plants and animals, families of viruses and bacteria, among others. Of the remaining 28 discarded, 12, despite having both terms worked in an associated way, did not have family farming as the theme or study area of the article, 9 had the study area outside Latin America, 1 was in private access and 1 was not an indexed article. was an article indexed in a journal. At the end of applying the exclusion criteria, a total of 244 indexed articles were obtained, with Family Farming as an object of study, in Latin American countries, from 2016-2020 and with open access.

d) Content Analysis and Categorization of Family Farming valid articles

The analysis by Study Area corresponds to the place where the study was carried out, thus incorporating studies from around the world on Family Farming in Latin America. In other words, the nationality of the scientific journal or the authors was not considered, but the theoretical or empirical field of the study.

The second category level is by Knowledge Area. At this level, 8 areas of knowledge were identified that refer to articles considered post-content analysis. As for national and continental studies, we are referring to the specific cases of Brazil and Latin America, respectively. As most articles refer to studies in Brazil, this one was divided into the 5 regions of the country.

At the third level, called Macrocategoría, 12 variations were identified among the 244 valid articles, considering Macrocategoría the most comprehensive theme of the article. Among the main categories are the Social and Solidarity Economy, Social Technology, Climate Change, Occupational Health, Animal and Vegetable Production, Market, Economic Viability, among others.

At the fourth level, called Microcategory, in which we consider the specific theme of each article, 44 variations were identified among the 244 valid articles. In this, specificities were observed such as Production Chains (milk, fruit, poultry, among others), Institutional State Programs (PRONAF, PNAE, PAA and PNPB), Agricultural Mechanization, Monoculture, Intoxication, Adaptability, Theoretical Studies (such as literature reviews), among others.

At the fifth and final level, we evaluated the number of total citations and per year, to then arrive at the synthesis of articles and trend categories among the valid indexed articles for the five-year period 2016-2020. This last level was worked transversally in the other levels, that is, when we present that some production is highlighted in a category, we consider this highlight as being the articles with the most citations among the category to which it was assigned.

e) The relationship between FF Study Area and Knowledge Area in volume of articles and main references

i. Latin America

In continental studies of Latin America, the production in public policies stands out, with the article on agrarian economic policy of leftist governments in Latin America and the lack of an agenda for social transformation as the protagonist (Vergara-Camus and Kay, 2017).

Ecuador stands out for having 4 articles in 4 different Knowledge Areas, with a leading role in the Socioeconomics article on a study of alternative food systems and the heterogeneity of factors that motivate or not the purchase decision of agroecological and non-agroecological consumers (April-Lalonde et al., 2020).

Another highlight is the study in Costa Rica, in the Food Security Knowledge Area, on the cultural domain of food plants of the Ngäbe indigenous peoples and their perception of the intense decrease in the local production of these plants in the face of new paradigms of conservation and development (D’ambrosio E Puri, 2016).

ii. Brazil

The number of articles found was 57 articles from national studies and another 172 from specific regions of the country.

National surveys show a diversity of Knowledge Areas, covering all of them, with prevalence of the Public Policies theme, with 26 of the 57 articles. Of the 6 most cited articles with a National Study Area, 4 are on Public Policies, and of these 3 are on the National School Feeding Program (PNAE). The most relevant of them (Hawkes, et al., 2016) presents 5 lessons about the PNAE on the program’s contribution to the interrelationship of family farming with other sectors, such as public health and nutrition.

iii. Southern Region of Brazil

At the regional level, the South region leads the volume of total articles, with emphasis on the expressive number of articles on the Socioeconomics Knowledge Area. The main article is by Rover, Genarro & Reselli (2016) on the perception of risk and consumer awareness in relation to food and the growing formation of social networks for the production and consumption.
of healthy foods, with significant results in innovation processes in the structure, of these networks.

The second highlighted discusses the relationship between farmer participation in a public promotion policy and agricultural diversification and family autonomy (Valencia, Wittman & Blesh, 2019) and the third analyzes the construction and dynamics of market structures and networks food alternatives (Schneider, Salvate & Cassol, 2016).

iv. Northeast Region of Brazil

The Northeast region is the second region in Brazil in number of articles. It has representation in all Knowledge Areas, with the three main articles in three different areas, Health, Environmental Sciences and Socioeconomics. The most important of these, Health, deals with animal pathology, reports for the first time the infection in goats and the second in infection in family farmers by mites of two species, *Eutrombicula alfreddeglesi* (Oudemans) and *Eutrombicula batatas* (Linnaeus) (Faccini et al., 2017).

v. Southeast Region of Brazil

In the Southeast region, there is a diversity of Study Areas, as well as in the Northeast, with emphasis on two, Health and Public Policies. The two main articles are also, respectively, from these two areas. The first, on Health, assesses the relationship between exposure to pesticides and respiratory problems in workers and family members of family farming in the Rio de Janeiro State (Burralli et al., 2018) and the second, on Public Policies, addresses questions about the PNAE and evaluates the profile of foods in public calls for the program in the São Paulo State (Amorim, Rosso & Bandoni, 2016).

vi. Northern Region of Brazil

The northern region has a volume of articles concentrated in two Knowledge Areas: Agronomy and Geography. The most prominent article, by Geography, studies land use planning by the government in the savannah of the Amapá State, which is under increasing pressure for the expansion of soybean planting (Hilário et al., 2017). The second, Agronomy, portrays the traditional knowledge of the Wapichana and Macuxi indigenous peoples, facing the invasion of more than 30,000 ha of *Acacia mangium* (Willd.) plantation in the state of Roraima (Souza et al., 2018).

vii. Midwest Region of Brazil

The Midwest region, among the 5 regions of Brazil, appears with the lowest volume of articles, which does not mean being the least relevant in scientific production, as it has the article with the greatest impact among the 244 articles analyzed. This production is also the protagonist among the 5 regions of the country in the Area of Knowledge in Food Security. The article makes an interlocution between the Areas of Food Security and Public Policies, from the perspective of Food Sovereignty in food acquisition programs in Brazil, with the Zero Hunger program as a social welfare program and how it was able to create links between food and nutrition security with rural development initiatives (Wittman & Blesh, 2017).

f) Family Farming Trends Categories and Articles

We conclude, on Family Farming, that there are trends at 4 levels, Study Area, Knowledge Area, Macrocategories and Microcategories. In Study Area, they stand out in continental studies on Latin America and productions from Ecuador and Costa Rica. In Brazil, in order of relevance, studies at the national level, in the South, Northeast and Southeast regions, stand out. In the Areas of Knowledge, Socioeconomics, Public Policies and Food Security stand out. In the Macrocategories, Social and Solidarity Economy, Climate Change, Animal Production, Market Studies and Plant Production. In Microcategories, Monoculture, Agroecology, Milk Chain, Migration and PNAE.

g) The Social and Solidarity Economy: A Systematic review of the Literature

The Social and Solidarity Economy (ESS) can be seen today as a Research Field in Brazil (Silva, 2020) and is considered an effective instrument for transposing the Sustainable Development Goals in the territories (Utting, 2018). The ESS has an increasing number of academic productions, in practical experiences and articles referring to the construction of the theoretical-methodological bases for the consolidation of the ESS as an economic alternative to the prevailing hegemonic logic (Compère & Schoenmaeckers, 2021). This rise can be seen in advances in three spheres: political, socio-historical and academic.

h) The main debates in the political and social fields of SSE in Brazil

Regarding Solidarity Economy, the regulation on associations and cooperatives is expressed and still in force in the traditional Cooperativism Law (Law #5,764 of 1971), in the Civil Code (Law #10,406 of 2002) and Law Regulatory Framework for Civil Society Organizations (Law #13,019 of 2014. However, the SSE has consolidated itself in the public policy scenario, in the last decade, with a framework of laws and regulations approved, under development and in addition to the laws, for the consolidation of Solidarity Economic Enterprises (SEE) as a new paradigm of production and consumption.

One of these regulations is the institution of the National System of Fair and Solidarity Trade, established under Executive Decree #7,358 of 2010, referring to the organizational forms of the SSE in Brazil. In this law appear the first definitions of the terms “fair trade, alternative trade, solidary trade, ethical trade, ethical and solidary trade” and that these are
“understood in the concept of fair and solidary trade” (BRASIL, 2010).

This debate about fair and solidary trade interests us a lot because, as already seen in the review of the literature on Family Farming, Agroecology is one of the main specific themes of the Socioeconomics Knowledge Area, in Macrocategorizes Market Studies and Social Economy and Solidarity, with fair and solidary trade running through the basic organization of the markets for agricultural and agroecological products, marketed by cooperatives and SSE associations.

As in FF, the achievements in the political sphere of the Social and Solidarity Economy go through a socio-historical process of social mobilization. In the 1990s, four events complemented each other as important milestones to consolidate the SSE as a new paradigm, both in society and in academia (Lechat, 2004; Silva, 2020).

i) The academic field of SSE

In the academic sphere, three works foster the construction of the theoretical bases of the Solidarity Economy, the first, already mentioned in this work, is the most cited work by Paul Singer, Introdução à Economia Solidária (Singer, 2002). Previous to this one, the work entitled A Economia Solidária no Brasil: a autogestão como resposta ao desemprego (Singer & Souza, 2000), also by Paul Singer in association with André Ricardo Souza, encompasses a set of experiences reported by researchers in Brazil. encompassing experiences of different natures reported by several national researchers.

Finally, as a result of debates raised at the II National Symposium of the University-Company on Self-Management and Participation, in 1998, the book Economia Solidária: o desafio da democratização das relações de trabalho by Neusa Maria Dal Ri, whose main contribution to the differentiation of traditional cooperativism (this one from the aforementioned cooperativism law), from the cooperativism of practical experiences and social movements (Silva, 2020).

Today, the Solidarity Economy, in the academy, presents itself as a paradigmatic field of scientific investigation, in the dialectic with practical experiences, social movements and the governmental agenda. About this academic production, it presents results that, even with the predominance of articles about experiences. On the one hand, the field of solidarity economy presents conceptual aspects such as self-management, associativism, solidarity as a productive factor and, on the other hand, criticisms about the theoretical consistency or social relevance of the experiences in this field are still latent (Silva, 2020).

The Social and Solidarity Economy incorporating the Social Economy into the framework of the Solidarity Economy, currently consists of a set of economic and social practices, production of goods and services, solidarity finance, exchanges, fair and solidarity trade, social currencies, among others. others. In the union between theory and praxis, SSE brings together different currents that influence thinking about the role and place of SSE as a transforming field of the capitalist mode of production (Morais and Bacic, 2020).

Latin American academic production, which combines the Social and Solidarity Economy in a single concept, has been concentrated in the last decade and has been consolidated, as well as in FF, in the last 5 years, with 58 articles between the years 2016-2020, against 14 articles from 2011-2015, totalling 74 articles in indexed journals, with open access.

Twenty-seven categories of analysis related to the articles were found, with 11 of these categories concentrating more than 60% of the articles (58 articles), which shows a concentration of production in the area in areas related to the social sciences (Economics; Social Sciences; Industrial Relations Labor; Management) and environmental sciences (Environmental Studies; Public Environmental Occupation Health; Environmental Science; Green Sustainable Science Technology).

In all, the 73 articles received 233 citations in these 5 years, excluding self-citations. Among these articles, 182 citations correspond to the 73 articles themselves, also excluding self-citations. This means, like Family Farming, that there is cohesion among the scientists who publish on the Social and Solidarity Economy in Latin America and Brazil.

In a detailed reading of the 73 filtered articles, 18 were excluded, with 8 of them (~47%) not having the Social and Solidarity Economy as their main theme, 5 of them (~29%) with an area of study without considering Latin America, 2 of them (~12%) were duplicate articles, and 2 of them (~12%) were not included among indexed journals. At the end of applying the exclusion criteria, a total of 56 indexed articles were obtained, with the Social and Solidarity Economy as an object of study, in Latin American countries, from 2016-2020 and open access.

j) Content analysis and categorization of valid ESS articles

As in Family Farming, the same 5 levels of incidence categories were established in all articles: Study Area, Knowledge Area, Macrocategory, Microcategoty and transversally evaluated as a criterion of relevance, the total citations and per year.

In the Study Area, the Iberoamerica area was exceptionally considered due to the volume of productions in the relationship between the Iberian Peninsula and Latin America. Despite the significantly smaller volume of articles in relation to FF, the diversity of countries and Study Areas is slightly greater.

These were divided into the regions of the country, identifying the absence of productions from the
North Region and only one production from the Midwest Region. Regarding Knowledge Areas, the same 8 areas were used as parameters for the classification and, despite the wide diversity in Study Areas, Knowledge Areas showed a concentration in Socioeconomics, with 36 (~64%) of 56 valid articles.

k) The relationship between SSE Study Area and Knowledge Area in volume of articles and main references

i. Iberoamerica

In Ibero-American studies, 7 articles (12.5%) were found out of 56 valid ones, of which 6 were on Socioeconomics and 1 on Education. The construction of the theoretical-methodological bases of the concept are primarily to promote the construction of the concept, with emphasis on three articles.

The first and most relevant Ibero-American study in the Socioeconomic Knowledge Area, criticizes the development of the Social Economy in the last 30 years in Europe, with the third sector following paths of consolidation and economic development, instead of guarantees of integration social (Csoba, 2020).

The second article, also from Socioeconomic and with one of the authors already mentioned as relevant in the junction of the Social Economy and Solidarity Economy concept, addresses the importance of SSE as indispensable in the transition from conventional development models to the Good Living paradigm, in oriented strategies in 4 aspects: regulation, redistribution, resizing and decommodification of the economy (Eguiluz & Mendiguren, 2018).

A third, in the Education Knowledge Area, presents a proposal for cooperative education that articulates productive and educational practices, in the dialectic between action and reflection as a potentiating factor of the teaching and learning process, guided by principles of solidarity and social transformation (Alcantara, Sampaio & Uriarte, 2018).

ii. Latin America

In Latin American studies, 8 articles (~14%) were found out of 56 valid ones, of which half were on Public Policies and half on Socioeconomic. We highlight two articles of relevant impact in terms of total number of citations and citations/year.

One of them, the most expressive among the 56 articles, from the Public Policies Knowledge Area, promotes an inversion of the technicist view of the Circular Economy and passes, then, under the aspect that the authors declare themselves as a southern view, to focus on questions about the grassroots organizations linked to selective collection (Gutberlet et al., 2017).

The other also on Public Policies, from the Agriculture Knowledge Area, analyzes the SSE intergovernmental agenda in the processes of regional political cooperation of the Union of South American Nations (UNASUR) and MERCOSUR, as well as the implications of these in the structures of regional governance for social development (Saguier & Brent, 2017).

iii. Argentina

About the Argentine Study Area (exclusively), in the Socioeconomics Knowledge Area, a single article among the 56 addresses the debate on cryptocurrency speculation and social currencies in Argentina. It presents as a case the MonedaPAR, a digital currency created in 2017, based on blockchain technology. The article concludes that MonedaPAR can indeed offer solutions for leveraging credit, consumption, employment and strengthening cooperative ties (Pardo, 2020).

iv. Colombia

One study stands out in Colombia, with a theoretical basis, on the Socioeconomics Knowledge Area and that discusses the currents of influence and the characteristics of the Colombian Ecosol. It has as a result of analysis of Latin American currents and the Social and Solidarity Economy and despite plural and with multiple agents and social agencies about the concept, there is still no identity (De-Guevara, et al. 2018).

v. Cuba

One production reports the results of a participatory diagnosis on the contributions of a communication campaign for the formation of the Popular and Solidarity Economy in Cuba, in a consensus of some principles and values of the Popular and Solidarity Economy in Cuba (Bautista & Sardá, 2017).

vi. Ecuador

One study stands out in Ecuador, on the Socioeconomics Knowledge Area. It is about a review of development plans and theoretical propositions about the private ownership of the means of production, which emerged in the second half of the 20th century (Burneo & Sánchez, 2018).

vii. México

The main one, among the three scientific productions in Mexico, on Public Policies, talks about the inconsistencies of the development of technological innovation and social innovation in the scope of the so-called sugarcane cluster of Veracruz. It culminates in the finding that the social economy, in this context, is capable of reorganizing agro-industrial value chains for more sustainable development (Bono & Baranda, 2019).

viii. Uruguay

A single valid article from Uruguay, after applying the filtering methodology, on Socioeconomic, presents resistance strategies of social economy workers in the country, specifically, they work from the perspective of Recovered Companies as forms of...
collective entrepreneurship that disobeys the conventional order of unemployment in the country (Castiñeira, 2020).

ix. Brazil

Unlike Family Farming, the Social and Solidarity Economy is concentrated in one Knowledge Area, Socioeconomic. Four recent articles are highlighted, two from Socioeconomic itself and two from Public Policies. The most relevant promotes the theoretical-methodological bases of the Solidarity Economic Enterprise (EES) analysis category, supporting the concept of Alternative Self-Management Enterprises (EAA), which are more advanced enterprises from Ecosol’s point of view, with the main function of guarantees income and work for the beneficiaries. (Gaiger, Ferrarini & Veronese, 2018).

x. Northeast Region of Brazil

Among the regions of Brazil, the Northeast region stands out in terms of quantity of productions, with predominance in the Socioeconomic Knowledge Area, containing six out of seven articles and another on Public Policies. Of these articles, one article stands out as a prominent bibliographic production, on the reflection of economic action and alternative management models based on proximity relationships in decision-making on the collective management of Community Banks (Rigo, Nascimento & Brandão, 2018).

xi. Southern Region of Brazil

Also expressive in number of articles, but with a diversity of Knowledge Areas, the South region has three articles on Socioeconomics, one on Health, one on Food Security and one on Agronomy. The main one, in the Health area, works on inclusion at work as a public policy tool for mental health, highlighting the generation of work and income (Ferro, Macedo & Loureiro, 2016).

xii. Southeast Region of Brazil

The Southeast region has a total production of five articles, two in the Public Policy Knowledge Area, two in Socioeconomics and one in Health. As in the South region, the article in Health in Social Assistance stands out, which in Campinas, municipality of São Paulo State, studies social inclusion through associative and cooperative work within the context of the Psychiatric Reform. (Da-Silva & Ferigato, 2017).

Another important article is the one on Public Policies, in the Traditional Peoples Macrocategory, which addresses the social organization and practices of artisanal fishermen in the Campos Basin (Campos, Timóteo & Arruda, 2018).

xiii. Midwest and Northern Regions of Brazil

The North region does not present any article at a prominent regional level. The Midwest region presents an article, as well as two of the three previous regions, in the Health and Social Assistance Macro category, in the Federal District, also in the discussion on work and income generation and mental health (Campos et al. 2015).

l) Categories and trend articles in the Social and Solidarity Economy

We conclude, on the SSE, that there are trends in the 4 levels, Study Area, Knowledge Area, Macrocategories and Microcategories. In Area of Study, at an international level, in an intermediate position of representation, they stand out in Iberoamerica, Latino America, and Mexico, and at a national level, with high representation and prominence of academic productions in Brazil and the Southern region. In the Areas of Knowledge, Socioeconomics stands out with extreme relevance and Public Policies with less relevance. In the Macrocategories, Theoretical Studies, Management Models, Family Farming and Solidarity Finance stand out. In the Microcategories, Productive Inclusion and Social Movements stand out.

m) Synthesis of the results and the intersections between Family Farming and the Social and Solidarity Economy

In summary, the trend at the intersection between FF and the SSE (Fig.2) has: i) as a consolidated Knowledge Area: productions on Socioeconomics, with a clear growth of productions on Productive Inclusion, Sustainable Development, and Indicators of Sustainability and ii) as Knowledge Areas on the rise: Food Security productions, mainly in productions on Organic Food and Agroecology; Public Policy productions on topics such as the PNAE, Social Transformations and Social Technologies.

In FF, from the Macrocategories, Social and Solidarity Economy, Climate Change, Animal Production, Market Studies, and Vegetable Production stand out, in addition to the Microcategories Monoculture, Agroecology, Milk Chain, Migration and PNAE. In the SSE, of the Macrocategories, the Theoretical Studies, Management Models, Family Farming and Solidarity Finance stand out, in addition to the Microcategories Productive Inclusion and Social Movements.
Based on this evidence, it is possible to affirm that both categories are on the rise in the academic environment, in addition to being constructions in a two-way street, both FF is important for the cohesion of the scientific production of the SSE, as well as the SSE is important for the cohesion of the scientific production of FF.

IV. Conclusions

In the rise of two genuinely Latin American categories at the international level, Family Farming and the Social and Solidarity Economy undergo a process of paradigmatic transition and emerge as two new scientific fields. Intersecting at various points, both categories begin their journey based on social movements and mobilizations, passing through the dissemination in the academy and, currently, they come to occupy a privileged space in the international political-economic agendas.

This study sought to analyse the trends of scientific production about both these categories, Family Farming and Social and Solidarity Economy in an initially national panorama, because they are nationally conceived categories, but because of their expansion, they presented regional and international representation.

After executing the PRISMA method, we reached 244 articles from FF and 56 articles from SSE between 2016 and 2020.

The results indicated trends in scientific production in both these categories. In the Content Analysis phase to stratify into 4 categories (Study Areas, Knowledge Areas, Macrocategories and Microcategories). In FF, of the 12 Study Areas found, the following stand out: Brazil (studies at the national level), in the Northeast and South regions; of the 8 Areas of Knowledge found, the following stand out: Food Security, Socioeconomics and Public Policies; of the 12 Macrocategories found, the following stand out: Social and Solidarity Economy, Climate Change, Animal Production, Market Studies and Plant Production; and, of the 44 Microcategories, the following stand out: Monoculture, Agroecology, Milk Chain, Migration and PNAE.

Regarding the trends of each category of the Social and Solidarity Economy, it was concluded that of the 13 Study Areas found, the following stand out: Brazil (studies at the national level), the South and Southeast regions; of the 7 Areas of Knowledge found, the following stand out: Social and Solidarity Economy, Climate Change, Animal Production, Market Studies and Plant Production; and, of the 17 Microcategories, the following stand out: Productive Inclusion and Social Movements.

Based on this evidence, it is possible to affirm that both categories are on the rise in the academic
environment, one being necessary to the other. Family Farming can now be considered an established paradigm at the national level and the Social and Solidarity Economy, in turn, presents itself as a new paradigm at the national level and has already permeated academic discussions at the Ibero-American level.

Finally, in response to the research question in this chapter about “what are the theoretical-methodological intersections and the trend of scientific production on the categories Social and Solidarity Economy and Family Farming?”, the trend at the intersection between FF and SSE has: i) as a consolidated Area of Knowledge: productions on Socioeconomics, with a clear growth of productions on Productive Inclusion, Sustainable Development and Sustainability Indicators and ii) as Areas of Knowledge on the rise: productions on Food Security, mainly on topics such as Organic Foods and Agroecology; Public Policy productions on topics such as the PNAE, Social Transformations and Social Technologies.

In short, it was found that the scientific production on these two categories is, in fact, consolidating in recent years, as well as the intersection between them has been configured as an academic, social and political field relevant to the achievement of the objectives of sustainable development of the Global Agenda 2030.
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